Splicing regulatory proteins often have distinct activities when bound to exons versus introns. However, less clear is whether variables aside from location can influence activity. HnRNP L binds to a motif present in both CD45 variable exons 4 and 5 to affect their coordinate repression. Here, we show that, in contrast to its direct repression of exon 4, hnRNP L represses exon 5 by countering the activity of a neighboring splicing enhancer. In the absence of the enhancer, hnRNP L unexpectedly activates exon inclusion. As the splice sites flanking exon 4 and 5 are distinct, we directly examined the effect of varying splice site strength on the mechanism of hnRNP L function. Remarkably, binding of hnRNP L to an exon represses strong splice sites but enhances weak splice sites. A model in which hnRNP L stabilizes snRNP binding can explain both effects in a manner determined by the inherent snRNPsubstrate affinity.
INTRODUCTION
Large-scale analysis of gene expression data has revealed that most human genes have the capacity to encode multiple proteins through the process of alternative splicing (Pan et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008) . Importantly, variant proteins expressed from a single gene via alternative splicing often act in competition or opposition to one another, such that even small changes in the ratio of protein isoforms expressed from a given gene can have a dramatic physiologic effect (Matlin et al., 2005) . Therefore, the proteins and mechanisms that control alternative splicing play a critical role in determining protein expression and cellular function.
The catalysis of pre-mRNA splicing is mediated by the ''spliceosome,'' a macromolecular machine comprised of five small nuclear RNAs (U1, U2, U4, U5, and U6 snRNA) and associated proteins that interact with sequences at the exon/intron boundaries (''splice sites'') to direct the excision of introns and ligation of exons (Wahl et al., 2009) . The catalytic spliceosome (C complex) is not a preformed enzyme but, rather, assembles on the pre-mRNA in a stepwise pathway that involves several distinct intermediates (E-A-B complexes) (Wahl et al., 2009) . In higher eukaryotes, the splice site sequences are highly degenerate and alone do not typically contain sufficient information to accurately determine the sites of cleavage and ligation (Black, 1995; Matlin et al., 2005) . It is now widely established that the binding of an exon by the spliceosome is typically controlled by various proteins bound to auxiliary sequences located within exons or flanking introns (Matlin et al., 2005) . Of interest, in many cases, the same splicing regulatory protein can enhance the inclusion of some exons while promoting the skipping of others, although the mechanisms by which such dual effects are conferred remain poorly understood in most cases.
An emerging theme in alternative splicing is that of networks of coregulated events, in which a single protein coordinates the inclusion or exclusion of exons in multiple genes. For example, coordinate regulation has been demonstrated for genes involved in controlling synaptic plasticity via the neural-specific protein Nova (Ule et al., 2006) . Similarly, the neural and muscle-specific proteins Fox-1/2 regulate the splicing of multiple genes involved in neuromuscular function . These studies, among others, have introduced the notion of regulatory ''maps'' that predict the effect of a protein based on location of binding. Critically, however, two inherent assumptions of these maps have not yet been tested. First, does a given protein always functions by the same mechanism when bound to a particular location relative to an exon, and second, is location the sole determinant of mechanism, or can other variables influence how a particular protein functions?
A well-studied example of regulated alternative splicing is the CD45 gene, which has three variable exons (4, 5, and 6) that are coordinately skipped upon antigen-induced activation of T cells (Hermiston et al., 2002) . Skipping of the CD45 variable exons is regulated, at least in part, by binding of hnRNP L to an activation-responsive sequence (ARS) that is located within each variable exon (Rothrock et al., 2003 (Rothrock et al., , 2005 Tong et al., 2005) . For exons 4 and 6, the ARS motif is embedded within a 60 nt exonic splicing silencer (ESS1) element that is both necessary and sufficient for regulation (Rothrock et al., 2003; Tong et al., 2005) . In contrast, the ARS motif in exon 5 is split across two regions (S1 and S2) that are separated by an exonic splicing enhancer sequence (ESE) (Tong et al., 2005;  Figure 1 ). Therefore, comparison of the regulation of CD45 exons 4 and 5 provides a powerful system for determining whether the broader sequence context of an exon can influence the mechanisms by which a particular regulatory element and/or associated proteins functions.
In this study, we show that hnRNP L can repress or activate an exon by distinct mechanisms due, at least in part, to differences in splice site strength. Binding and functional studies demonstrate that hnRNP L bound to the silencers in exon 5 directly competes with SF2/ASF bound to an ESE, inhibiting the ability of the ESE complex to recruit the U2 snRNP to the weak upstream 3 0 splice site (ss). This mechanism is markedly distinct from the previously reported mechanism of direct repression of exon 4 by hnRNP L (House and Lynch, 2006) . Because the splice sites flanking exon 5 are weak compared to those of exon 4, we directly examined the effect of hnRNP L binding to exons with varying splice site strengths. Remarkably, in multiple distinct exon contexts, we find that hnRNP L represses strong splice sites but enhances weak splice sites. These data provide direct evidence that a given protein can function through different mechanisms in a manner independent of location but constrained by the local sequence context. We propose a unifying model for hnRNP L function in which stabilization of U1 and U2 snRNP binding promotes assembly on weak splice sites or across an intron but traps these snRNPs in an inactive complex when hnRNP L is bound to an exon flanked by strong splice sites.
RESULTS

HnRNP L Binds to the ARS Core of Exon 5 in the Absence of Other Coassociated Proteins Observed on Exon 4
The ARS-containing ESS1 regulatory element from CD45 exon 4 associates, in resting cells, with several members of the hnRNP family of RNA-binding proteins, including hnRNPs L, E2, K, D, and PTB (Rothrock et al., 2005; Melton et al., 2007; Figure 2A) . Of these multiple hnRNPs, the binding of hnRNP L is most sensitive to mutations of the ARS core motif. Moreover, both in vitro (A) Schematic of the human CD45 gene and its three variable exons (4, 5, and 6). Exons and introns are represented by boxes or lines, respectively. The ARS-containing element (darker gray square) is embedded within a single region in exons 4 and 6; however, in exon 5, the ARS is divided into two regions by an exonic splicing enhancer (ESE) (black square). The ARS consensus sequence is shown below. (B) Sequence of the regions important for regulation of exon 5: the two ARS-containing sequences, labeled S1 and S2, and the ESE. The ARS core motif is underlined in both the S1 and S2 elements. and in vivo studies have confirmed that hnRNP L is the primary mediator of ESS1-dependent repression in resting cells, with the other hnRNPs having little, if any, functional effect (Rothrock et al., 2005; Melton et al., 2007) . Upon cellular stimulation, hnRNP L-like (hnRNP LL) and the hnRNP-related protein PSF join the exon 4 ESS1-associated complex and function in combination with hnRNP L to achieve maximal exon repression (Melton et al., 2007; Oberdoerffer et al., 2008; Topp et al., 2008) (Figure 2A) .
To compare the function of the ARS motif in exons 4 and 5, we performed RNA affinity experiments to determine whether the ARS motif in exon 5 recruits a similar or overlapping set of proteins as compared to exon 4. We first determined the proteins that associate with the exon 5 RNA sequence (E5-WT) compared to RNAs that contained substitutions in the enhancer sequence (E5-DESE) or ARS motifs (E5-DS1S2). As controls, we included the 60 nt ESS1 element from exon 4 (E4-ESS1) and a nonspecific RNA (NS) that we have previously demonstrated to have unrelated silencing activity (Melton et al., 2007) . The RNAs were chemically coupled to beads and incubated in nuclear extract from JSL1 T cells. This nuclear extract recapitulates ARS-mediated exon repression in in vitro splicing assays and therefore contains all functionally relevant repressor proteins (Melton et al., 2007; Rothrock et al., 2005; see below) .
Following incubation with extract, the beads were washed extensively, and the RNA-associated proteins were eluted and visualized by silver stain. Consistent with our previous studies, we observed binding of hnRNP L, PTB, and hnRNP E2 to E4-ESS1 (Figure 2A) . We also detected a strong signal for hnRNP L binding to the E5-WT RNA (Figure 2A) . Importantly, replacement of the ARS motifs in exon 5 abolished binding of hnRNP L, whereas mutation of the ESE in exon 5 had little effect on the association of hnRNP L with the RNA (Figure 2A ). The ARS dependence of hnRNP L binding to exon 5 was further confirmed by RNA mobility shift assays. Titration of purified recombinant hnRNP L with 32 P-labeled RNAs ( Figure 2B and Figure S1B available online) or competition between WT and mutant RNAs ( Figure S1C ) demonstrates that the inherent affinity of hnRNP L is similar for E4-ESS1, E5-WT, and E5-DESE but was reduced by $10-fold upon mutation of the ARS elements.
Of interest, neither PTB nor hnRNP E2 were observed to associate with the E5-WT RNA by either silver stain or western blot, nor were the more weakly ESS1-associated proteins hnRNP K and D (Figure 2A ). Indeed, of these four proteins, only PTB showed any ability to bind exon 5 in mobility shift assays with recombinant protein, and even in this case, the affinity of PTB for exon 5 is at least 10-fold lower than for exon 4 ( Figure S1D and data not shown). The silver stain, as well as UV crosslinking (see below), does suggest that a few proteins in addition to hnRNP L associate with E5-WT; however, these proteins are in lower abundance than hnRNP L (Figure 2A ) and do not exhibit specificity toward the ARS motif (Tong et al., 2005) . Thus, hnRNP L is the major, if not only, protein bound to the exon 5 ARS motif in resting cells.
We also investigated whether PSF and/or hnRNP LL would bind to exon 5 under activated conditions as previously determined for exon 4. Neither PSF nor hnRNP LL are readily detected by silver stain (Melton et al., 2007 ; data not shown). Nevertheless, western blot confirms that both PSF and hnRNP LL associate with E4-ESS1 in extracts from cells grown under activated conditions (Figure 2A , bottom). Strikingly, PSF also associates with the E5-WT RNA in stimulated extract; however, there was no detectable association of hnRNP LL with E5-WT RNA in either resting or stimulated nuclear extracts (Figures 2A and S1 ). RNA mobility shift assays further confirm that hnRNP LL has markedly reduced affinity for exon 5 relative to exon 4 (Figures 2B and S1B). Given that the molar concentration of hnRNP L is 30-100 times that of hnRNP LL in JSL1 cells (Topp et al., 2008) , the reduced affinity of hnRNP LL for exon 5 versus exon 4 is sufficient to explain why we only observe hnRNP L, and not hnRNP LL, binding to exon 5 in nuclear extract. Taken together, these results demonstrate that hnRNP L associates with the exon 5 ARS sequence in isolation under resting conditions and together with PSF upon stimulation, without the additional binding proteins that associate with the ESS1 sequence from exon 4.
To confirm that the binding of hnRNP L and PSF to E5-WT RNA is functionally related to the regulated repression of exon 5, we performed in vitro splicing assays ( Figure 2C ). Pre-mRNA transcribed in vitro from a minigene containing exon 4 or exon 5 flanked by constitutive exons 3 and 7 from the CD45 gene was incubated in nuclear extract derived from resting JSL1 cells, and spliced products were detected and quantified by RT-PCR (see Experimental Procedures). Splicing of both the CD45 exon 4 and 5 minigenes in nuclear extract shows a low but detectable level of 3-exon product in the absence of additional recombinant proteins, indicative of the inclusion of exon 4 or 5 ( Figure 2C , -hnRNP L). Of interest, the differential inclusion efficiency between exons 4 and 5 in vitro is not as large as observed in vivo (Rothrock et al., 2003) , suggesting that the exon 5 enhancer activity is limiting in extracts.
Addition of hnRNP L to the in vitro splicing reaction results in a decrease in exon 5 inclusion, as observed for exon 4 (Figure 2C ). Importantly, this repressive effect of hnRNP L is dependent on the presence of the ARS-containing S1S2 silencers within the exon because mutation of these sequences abolishes any effect of hnRNP L on exon inclusion ( Figure 2C , CD5 versus DS1S2). The repressive effect of hnRNP L is specific, as addition of PTB did not decrease inclusion of exon 5 ( Figure S1E ). Furthermore, addition of purified hnRNP LL has little to no effect on exon 5 inclusion at concentrations of protein that are sufficient to strongly repress exon 4 ( Figure 2C , right).
PSF can repress exon 4 only when purified from stimulated cells (Melton et al., 2007) . Similarly, recombinant PSF purified from stimulated, but not resting, cells represses inclusion of exon 5, consistent with the repression of exon 5 observed in total nuclear extracts derived from stimulated cells ( Figure 2D ). Taken together, the binding and functional data demonstrate that PSF participates with hnRNP L in the stimulation-induced silencing of CD45 exon 5, as it does for exon 4, whereas hnRNP LL has little or no effect on the regulation of CD45 exon 5. While the role of PSF in the repression of exon 5 is ultimately of interest, in the remainder of this study, we focus solely on the role of hnRNP L in the repression of exon 5 under resting conditions.
SF2/ASF Enhances Splicing of Exon 5 via the ESE
The experiments above demonstrate that hnRNP L binding to the ARS motifs is the primary mediator of basal repression of CD45 exon 5, as it is for exon 4. We know, however, that the enhancer sequence in exon 5 is also important for the recognition and regulation of this exon (Tong et al., 2005 and see below). Therefore, our next step was to identify the trans-acting factor(s) that bind to and function on the exon 5 ESE. As the ESE activity is limiting in our nuclear extracts relative to hnRNP L, RNA affinity approaches to identify the ESE-binding protein were unsuccessful. Therefore, we used computational methods to identify candidate ESE-binding protein(s). Of interest, we found that the strongest enhancer motifs within exon 5 predicted by RESCUE-ESE (http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/rescue-ese/; Fairbrother et al., 2002) overlapped with a binding site of SF2/ASF predicted by ESEfinder (http://rulai.cshl.edu/tools/ESE2/; Cartegni et al., 2003) . Therefore, we sought to determine whether SF2/ASF enhanced exon 5 splicing through the E5-ESE.
Consistent with the ESEfinder results, mobility shift assays demonstrate that recombinant SF2/ASF does bind to exon 5 in an ESE-dependent manner ( Figure 3A , top). Endogenous SF2/ ASF in JSL1 nuclear extract also binds to the exon 5 ESE, as demonstrated by the ability of anti-SF2/ASF antibody to retard RNA-associated complexes in a mobility shift assay ( Figure 3A , bottom), as well as by western blot of RNA affinity experiments ( Figure 3B ). Of note, in both of these experiments, binding of SF2/ASF is observed on both E5-WT and E5-DS1S2 RNAs; however, substitution of the ESE essentially abolished binding. Furthermore, a second 30 kD SR protein, 9G8, displayed no binding in any of our assays ( Figure 3A and data not shown).
The binding of SF2/ASF to the ESE within exon 5 is functionally significant, as predicted from our binding data because addition of recombinant SF2/ASF protein to in vitro splicing reactions increased the level of exon 5 inclusion in a dose-dependent manner ( Figure 3C, CD5) . Importantly, SF2/ASF has no enhancement activity on a substrate that lacks the ESE ( Figure 3C , DESE). In addition, 9G8, which does not bind exon 5, also has no effect on splicing ( Figure 3C, bottom) . Therefore, we conclude that SF2/ASF binds specifically to the ESE element within exon 5 and functions to enhance CD45 exon 5 splicing.
HnRNP L Represses CD45 Exon 5 by Blocking the Activity of the ESE Having identified hnRNP L as the primary repressor of exon 5 splicing in resting cells and SF2/ASF as an enhancer of this exon, we investigated whether the interplay of these two activities might influence the mechanism of hnRNP L repression. To this end, we carried out a systematic deletion analysis of the exon 5 regulatory sequences (ESE and S1S2) alone or in combination. In these cell-based assays, we used minigenes in which exon 5 or derivatives thereof is flanked by exons from the human b-globin gene ( Figures 4A, SC5 ). These minigenes were stably expressed in our JSL1 cell line, RNA was isolated from resting (ÀPMA) or activated (+PMA) cells, and the spliced mRNA products from these minigenes were assayed by RT-PCR. Deletion of the ARS-containing motifs decreased the level of exon skipping compared to that seen with the WT minigene ( Figure 4A , SC5 8.5% versus DS1S2 1.5% skipping). Importantly, the signalinduced decrease in exon inclusion was particularly dependent on the presence of the silencers within exon 5, consistent with the ARS motif functioning to confer both basal and activationinduced silencing in the wild-type context ( Figure 4A ).
In contrast to the data shown above, substitution of the ESE in exon 5 almost entirely abolished exon inclusion in resting cells (Figure 4A, DESE; Tong et al., 2005) . One of two possible models explains these data. First, the increase in exon 5 repression observed with the DESE minigene could be due to the S1S2 sequences directly repressing exon 5, in which case, we would expect an increase in the level of exon 5 inclusion if the S1S2 sequences were removed in the DESE background. Alternatively, the drop in exon 5 inclusion from $80% to $10% upon substitution of the ESE could also be due simply to the loss of the enhancer element, which could be crucial for recognition of exon 5 by the spliceosome. This model would predict that deletion of the adjacent S1S2 sequences would result in no change in the inclusion of exon 5. Our data support the second of these two models, as we observed no increase in the level of exon inclusion between the DESE and DESE+S1S2 minigenes ( Figure 4A ). This result suggests that the ''silencers'' have no silencer activity on their own in the absence of the ESE and that the decrease in exon inclusion in the DESE construct is due solely to the loss of the ESE in the exon. Of interest, we actually note a decrease in exon inclusion with DESE+S1S2 minigene, compared to DESE alone, consistent with some residual enhancer activity from the S1S2 sequences (see below). However, comparison of the DS1S2 minigene to the DESE+S1S2 minigene clearly indicates that the ESE alone has the vast majority of the normal enhancer activity for this exon and functions completely independently of the silencers ( Figure 4A , 99% inclusion (inc.) DS1S2 versus 1% inc. DESE+S1S2).
The fact that the S1S2 sequences have no repressive activity in exon 5 in the absence of the ESE suggests that the silencers function to directly counter the ESE activity. To determine whether this interplay between the enhancer and silencers is due to competition of binding by hnRNP L and SF2/ASF, we next tested the effects of titrating various exogenous competitor RNAs into an in vitro splicing assay with the standard CD5 minigene. Upon addition of exogenous E5-WT RNA, we observed a notable decrease in the level of exon 5 inclusion, suggesting that the E5-WT RNA titrates more SF2/ASF than hnRNP L away from the substrate RNA, leading to a loss of exon enhancement ( Figure 4B ). Addition of the competitor lacking the silencers (E5-DS1S2) reduced exon inclusion at even lower concentrations than the E5-WT competitor ( Figure 4B , 0.5 pmol DS1S2 versus 5 pmol E5-WT), consistent with the lack of hnRNP L binding to the DS1S2 RNA allowing more efficient recruitment and sequestration of SF2/ASF. In contrast, addition of the E5-DESE RNA competitor increases the level of exon inclusion in a dose-dependent manner ( Figure 4B ), as we would expect if this E5-DESE RNA primarily sequesters the repressive hnRNP L via the remaining S1S2 sequences. Importantly, in control experiments, the DESE competitor does not increase exon use in a CD5 DESE substrate ( Figure S2A ), confirming that binding of hnRNP L to the ARS sequences in exon 5 has no inherent silencing activity in the absence of the ESE.
Together, these data strongly argue that there is direct competition between SF2/ASF and hnRNP L to bind exon 5 and that the balance of these competing activities ultimately determines the extent of exon inclusion. This model is also supported by gel shift assays in which the E5-WT complex migrates at a diffuse midpoint between that observed for the E5-DESE and E5-DS1S2 RNAs ( Figures 3A and S2B ) suggesting that the E5-WT RNA binds a mixture of the ''enhancer complex'' and the ''silencer complex.'' We further characterized these complexes by supershifting with antibodies to hnRNP L and SF2/ ASF. As we predicted, the complex assembled on the E5-WT RNA contains both proteins ( Figures 3A and S2C ). In contrast, mutation of the ESE abolished binding of SF2 ( Figure 3A , E5-DESE), whereas mutation of the S1S2 abolished binding of hnRNP L ( Figure S2C , E5-DS1S2).
To provide direct evidence for a competition model, we carried out UV crosslinking assays. Crosslinking with JSL1 nuclear extract showed that a 70 kDa protein, which we have previously shown by immunoprecipitation to be hnRNP L (Tong et al., 2005) , associates more strongly with the E5 RNA when the ESE is mutated (Figure 4C, left) . In contrast, two additional bands are markedly reduced upon mutation of the ESE, demonstrating differential association of exon 5 by these ESE-binding proteins versus hnRNP L. As the available SF2/ASF antibody is not adequate to conclusively demonstrate that SF2/ASF is among the proteins that associate in an ESE-specific manner, we also carried out UV crosslinking assays with recombinant hnRNP L and SF2/ASF proteins ( Figure 4C, right) . This experiment confirms that SF2/ASF crosslinks to exon 5 in a largely ESE-dependent manner. More importantly, titration of hnRNP L to the reaction resulted in reduced SF2/ASF binding to the E5-WT substrate, thus confirming direct competition between hnRNP L and SF2/ASF for binding to exon 5.
HnRNP L Repression of CD45 Exons 4 and 5 Occurs by Distinct Mechanisms
Taken together, the data in Figure 4 demonstrate that hnRNP L bound to the silencer sequences in exon 5 represses inclusion by directly competing with the activity of a critical enhancer element bound by SF2/ASF. This mechanism is surprisingly distinct from the repression of exon 4, in which hnRNP L blocks inclusion by directly stalling spliceosome assembly after the ATP-dependent addition of the U1 and U2 snRNPs (House and Lynch, 2006) . Therefore, to better define the mechanism by which hnRNP L functions on exon 5, we next investigated what step in spliceosome assembly is regulated by the ESE and S1S2 silencers.
To facilitate analysis of spliceosome assembly, we made single intron minigene constructs that consist of the upstream exon 3 and exon 5 (E3-E5) or exon 5 and the downstream exon 7 (E5-E7) ( Figure 5A ). Intron retention in these minigenes corresponds to exon 5 repression. Splicing of the WT E3-E5 RNA is efficient in nuclear extract from resting JSL1 cells. However, deletion of the ESE from the E3-E5 construct greatly abrogates the efficiency of splicing compared to the wild-type version (Figure 5A , top; $30% to $6%, p < 0.0002), demonstrating that the enhancer element is functional in this singleintron minigene. Consistent with regulation of the complete exon 5 minigene, mutation of the silencers increases splicing efficiency in the E3-E5 background, but only of a construct that contains the enhancer (Figure 5A , top; $30% to $53%, p < 0.001), indicating once again that the silencers in exon 5 function specifically to counter the enhancer.
By contrast, we find that the exon 5 enhancer is not functional on the downstream intron, as removal of the ESE from the E5-E7 construct does not decrease splicing efficiency either in the presence or absence of the silencers ( Figure 5A , bottom). The increase in splicing efficiency upon removal of the ESE in the wild-type context appears to be due to a spurious context effect, as this is not seen in the absence of the silencers and is counter to the effect of deleting the ESE in the full minigene. Removal of the silencer sequences also has no effect on the splicing efficiency of the E5-E7 substrate ( Figure 5A, bottom) . Together, these data indicate that the intron downstream of exon 5 is essentially refractory to control by the core exonic regulatory sequences and that the ESE, and thus the S1S2 silencers, function primarily on the upstream intron to regulate inclusion of exon 5. Importantly, the fact that the E3-E5 minigene is regulated in a manner consistent with the full CD5 minigene also provides further proof that the silencing of exon 5 is mechanistically distinct from that of exon 4, as single-intron constructs are unable to form the exon-defined complex required for repression of exon 4 and thus do not recapitulate the silencing of exon 4 (House and Lynch, 2006) .
We next analyzed the single-intron splicing reactions from Figure 5A on nondenaturing agarose gels to separate the different spliceosome intermediates. Spliceosome assembly on E3-E5 progresses efficiently in resting nuclear extract, as a complex, confirmed to be the prespliceosomal A complex by its dependence on ATP and the U2 snRNP, is readily detected after a 30 min incubation ( Figures 5B and S3) . We are unable to resolve the subsequent B and C complexes on these gels, most probably due to the limited resolution capacity of the agarose; however, these complexes must also form efficiently since up to 30% of the E3-E5 pre-mRNA is converted to spliced product ( Figure 5A, top) . Remarkably, no detectable A complex is formed on the E3-E5DESE substrate, consistent with the significant loss of splicing that we observe upon substitution of the ESE (Figures 5B and S3A) . By contrast, the efficiency of A complex formation on an E3-E5 substrate lacking the S1S2 sequences is the same or greater than for the WT construct. Importantly, deletion of the silencers in the background of the ESE mutation does not restore A complex formation ( Figures 5B and S3A) , demonstrating that the loss of A complex formation on the E3-E5DESE substrate is again a direct result of loss of the enhancer and not a result of residual silencer activity. We also observe efficient A complex formation on the E5-E7 substrate; however, formation of this complex is not dependent on the presence of the ESE or S1S2 silencers alone or in combination ( Figures 5B, bottom,  and S3A ). These results are consistent with the splicing of the E5-E7 construct not decreasing upon deletion of the ESE or the S1S2 sequences.
The loss of A complex upon removal of the ESE in the E3-E5 substrate could be due to a direct block in A complex formation or, alternatively, to inhibition of the earlier E complex. Formation of E complex involves the initial ATP-independent recognition of the 5 0 and 3 0 splice sites by the U1 snRNP and U2AF protein, respectively, and precedes the ATP-dependent loading of U2 snRNP in A complex. To directly assess formation of E complex, we incubated the E3-E5 and E5-E7 substrates in the absence of ATP and then resolved the assembly reactions on agarose gels optimized to resolve H and E complexes. The identity of E complex was confirmed by its dependence on U1 snRNA and sensitivity to heparin, two well-established hallmarks of E complex ( Figures S3D and S3E ). Of note, we observed no significant difference in the efficiency of E complex formation in the absence or presence of ESE in exon 5 with both the E3-E5 or E5-E7 substrates ( Figure S3D) . Thus, the ESE within exon 5 is not required for the initial recognition of this exon during E complex formation. Rather, we conclude that the ESE within exon 5 promotes A complex formation on the upstream intron, presumably by recruiting the U2 snRNP to the 3 0 splice site region upstream of exon 5.
The data above suggest that hnRNP L represses exon 5 by inhibiting the ability of the enhancer complex to recruit the U2 snRNP. To directly test this model, we analyzed the effect of modulating levels of hnRNP L on formation of A complex on the E3-E5 minigene. Strikingly, addition of excess recombinant hnRNP L to an assembly reaction specifically inhibited A complex formation, coincident with decreasing splicing efficiency ( Figure 5C ). Importantly, this inhibitory effect of hnRNP L is dependent on the presence of the ARS-containing silencer sequences, as hnRNP L has no effect on the formation of A complex for the E3-E5 DS1S2 substrate ( Figure 5D ). In a reverse experiment, we used a poly-CA oligo to functionally deplete hnRNP L, as has been done in previous studies (Hui et al., 2003) . Such depletion of hnRNP L results in an increase in both splicing and A complex formation ( Figure 5E ), thereby confirming that hnRNP L normally represses A complex formation on the intron upstream of exon 5.
Importantly, this mechanism is entirely distinct from that by which hnRNP L represses exon 4, in which U1 and U2 snRNPs are not blocked from assembling around the exon but, rather, are stalled after binding to the substrate in an A-like exondefined complex (AEC) (House and Lynch, 2006) . Therefore, we propose that hnRNP L regulates exon 5 by a distinct mechanism from that of exon 4 due to inherent differences in the efficiency of snRNP assembly on the flanking splice sites. In particular, as U2 snRNP is not stably bound upstream of exon 5 in the absence of the ESE activity, we propose that preventing U2 association by inhibiting enhancer activity is a more-efficient mechanism of regulation than is suppressing assembly after U2 association (see Discussion).
HnRNP L Binding Represses Exons with Strong Splice Sites but Activates Weak Splice Sites
Closer inspection of the exon 4 and exon 5 sequences pointed to a difference in flanking 3 0 ss strength. We noticed that, compared to exon 4, exon 5 has a noticeably shorter polypyrimidine tract, making it an intrinsically weaker 3 0 ss ( Figure 1C ). This initial observation offered a rationale for the differential mechanism of regulation of exon 4 and 5, wherein we would predict that hnRNP L can only stall an AEC complex when the binding of U1 and/or U2 snRNPs to the flanking splice sites is inherently strong. Consistent with this idea is our observation that, in the absence of the ESE element, not only do the S1S2 sequences not silence exon 5, but they in fact have a significant enhancing effect on an otherwise unused exon ( Figures 3A, 5A , and S4A, 1.1% to 8.8%). This enhancing activity is in striking contrast to the repressive activity of the exon 5 S1S2 sequences when placed in the background of exon 4 (Figures 6A and S4A ; SC4-E5DESE+S1S2 versus SC4ÀE5DESE). These data demonstrate that the hnRNP L-binding sequence from exon 5 can have either a positive or negative effect on exon inclusion, depending on context. The most notable distinction between the exon 5 and exon 4 backgrounds is the overall level of exon inclusion in the absence of the S1S2 sequences ( Figures 6A and S4A , SC5DE-SE+S1S2 1% versus SC4-E5DESE+S1S2 93.7%), which is consistent with the marked difference in both the strength of the 5 0 splice site and length of the polypyrimidine track flanking these exons ( Figure 1C ).
To determine whether splice site strength is a determinant in the S1S2 sequences functioning as an enhancer or silencer, we inserted them into a b-globin test exon and then weakened the 5 0 splice site ( Figure 6A , globin and glo-S1S2). The globin minigene alone has a relatively high level of exon inclusion, and the presence of the S1S2 sequences causes exon repression ( Figures 6A and S4A) . Remarkably, however, we find that, when the 5 0 ss flanking the b-globin central exon is weakened, the presence of the S1S2 sequences enhanced exon inclusion by $6-fold (0.3% to 1.9% exon inclusion, Figures 6A and S4A) .
To test whether the above correlation between directionality of hnRNP L regulation and splice site strength is a general phenomena and to isolate effects of hnRNP L away from potential cobinding proteins, we engineered a single-hairpin binding site for the MS2 coat protein into a chimeric exon consisting of b-globin splice sites fused to splicing-inert sequence from CD45 exon 9 used to lengthen the exon to $200 nt (Rothrock et al., 2003) . Inclusion of this MS2 test exon was highly efficient in vitro, as expected because the splicing sites flanking this exon are strong ( Figure 6B, construct A) . Of note, addition of partially purified MS2-hnRNP L to the in vitro splicing reactions markedly repressed exon inclusion, consistent with hnRNP L functioning as a silencer of exons with strong splice sites. MS2-hnRNP L had no effect on the splicing of a related minigene lacking the MS2 binding site, and MS2 protein alone had no silencing activity on the MS2 hairpin-containing substrate, confirming that repression is due to the hnRNP L component of the fusion protein and that exon binding is required for repression ( Figures S4B and  S4C ). We also confirmed that the binding of MS2-hnRNP L to the RNA does not alter message stability ( Figure S4D ).
We next systematically weakened the 5 0 or 3 0 splice site signals flanking the MS2 test exon. As shown in Figure 6B , partial weakening of exon efficiency results in a loss of responsiveness to hnRNP L binding ( Figure 6B , construct C). Strikingly, however, when the 5 0 splice site was rendered weakest, binding of MS2-hnRNP L actually enhanced exon inclusion by 2-to 3-fold ( Figures 6B and S4E , construct D, 2.6% to 6.9%). This result was not solely specific for weak 5 0 splice sites, as weakening of the upstream branch point sequence and polypyrimidine track also resulted in MS2-hnRNP L functioning as an activator ( Figure 6B , constructs E, 1.6% to 3.4%). Therefore, we present here three distinct systems in which hnRNP L functions as a repressor of efficient exons; however, once the absolute level of exon inclusion is below $2%-3%, hnRNP L functions as an enhancer. These data emphasize that variables in addition to binding location can alter the effect that a given regulatory protein has on the assembly pathway of the spliceosome.
DISCUSSION
Previous studies have shown that CD45 variable exons 4 and 5 are independently repressed through the activity of the ARS core motif sequence and its cognate binding protein hnRNP L (Rothrock et al., 2005; Tong et al., 2005) . Here, we demonstrate that, remarkably, unique features of the sequence context of the ARS element in exon 5 result in hnRNP L functioning to repress this exon by a distinct mechanism from that described for exon 4. Moreover, by extending the analysis of the role of splice site strength in determining regulatory mechanism, we find that weakening of splice site strength can flip the activity of exonbound hnRNP L binding from a repressor to an activator. These data provide direct evidence that a given protein can exert different effects on the spliceosome and that, for any given exon, the mechanism by which a protein functions is constrained by the rate-limiting step in spliceosome assembly.
Mechanism of Repression of CD45 Exon 5 by hnRNP L Our data argue that the difference in splice site strength between exons 4 and 5 necessitates the distinct mechanisms by which hnRNP L affects coordinated repression of these exons. Specifically, exon 5 cannot efficiently recruit the U2 snRNP in the absence of the ESE; therefore, hnRNP L is unlikely to be able to trap a bound U2 snRNP on constructs lacking the ESE, as occurs on exon 4. Indeed, in the absence of the ESE, hnRNP L likely promotes U2 snRNP recruitment to a limited extent (see below). However, the enhancer, when present, strongly promotes A complex formation, effectively strengthening the splice sites and shifting the rate-limiting step in spliceosome assembly. In this context, the presence of hnRNP L is able to repress exon usage by competing with binding of SF2/ASF to the ESE, thereby removing the enhancer activity. The resulting loss of the SF2/ ASF enhancer activity causes a bigger decrease in splicing than is compensated for by the ''enhancer'' activity of hnRNP L; therefore, the net result of hnRNP L in this context is a reduction of exon inclusion.
A remaining question that we have not addressed in this study is how the recruitment of PSF to exon 5 alters the mechanism of repression upon cellular stimulation. Of interest, whereas the basal silencing activity of the ARS motifs in exon 5 requires the presence of the ESE, activation-induced silencing of exon 5 still occurs in the absence of this enhancer ( Figure 4A ), indicating that the mechanism of activation-induced repression of exon 5 is distinct from the basal repression by hnRNP L. One explanation for these results is that the addition of PSF to the ARS complex could directly inhibit the enhancement activity of hnRNP L, perhaps by blocking the ability of hnRNP L to recruit the U2 snRNP. Alternatively, PSF could be directly antagonizing spliceosome assembly formation on exon 5. This latter possibility is consistent with the fact that addition of PSF to the exon 4 silencer complex does not change the mechanism of repression (K.W.L., unpublished data), suggesting that PSF helps hnRNP L trap the U1/ U2 snRNP-containing AEC complex from progressing on in assembly. However, further studies will be required to understand how the addition of PSF upon cellular activation alters the mechanism of exon 5 silencing.
A Unified Model for hnRNP L Function
The correlation between splice site strength and mechanism of regulation can best be understood by a model in which the overall efficiency of snRNP association across an exon needs to be strong enough to promote exon definition, but not so strong as to prevent remodeling to the cross-intron interactions required for catalysis (Figure 7 ). In this model, hnRNP L interacts directly or indirectly with the U1 and U2 snRNPs to promote their association with the substrate. In the case in which hnRNP L is bound to an exon flanked by strong splice sites, we predict that the sum total of the interaction between U1-hnRNP L-U2 and the RNA sequesters the snRNPs in an inactive conformation that cannot progress further on in the assembly pathway ( Figure 7A ). This interpretation is consistent with our data regarding repression of CD45 exon 4, including the fact that the stalled AEC is more resistant to salt and heparin destabilization than is a canonical A complex. (House and Lynch, 2006 ; K.W.L., unpublished data). Moreover, this model is consistent with recent data from the Nilsen group, demonstrating that subtle perturbations in snRNP splice site interactions can alter the efficiency of subsequent assembly steps (Yu et al., 2008) .
In contrast, if the splice sites are so weak that recruitment of U1 or U2 snRNP is essentially absent (consistent with the < 3% inclusion of exons E5DESE+S1S2, glo-weak 5 0 ss, MS2 constructs D and E; Figure 6 ), then the interaction of exon-bound hnRNP L with the snRNPs likely stabilizes the otherwise transient recruitment of the snRNPs to the flanking splice site(s) ( Figure 7B ). This model also provides an explanation for why intermediate strength splice sites (such as MS2-C; Figure 6B ) are essentially refractory to regulation by hnRNP L, as these would likely be in a range in which their interactions with the snRNPs are sufficient to not be helped by hnRNP L, but also not so strong that snRNPs can be ''trapped'' by hnRNP L. Of interest, hnRNP L has been shown to increase inclusion of at least five exons that contain putative hnRNP L-binding sites (MYL6, FAM48, and PAPOLA [Hung et al., 2008] ; ERK1 and GCK, K.W.L., unpublished data), although the mechanism of such enhancement has not been investigated. All five of these exons are flanked by short polypyrimidine tracts and/or 5 0 splice sites, consistent with the model that we propose here. Our data here therefore suggest a possible explanation for this activity of hnRNP L. However, further investigation will be required to determine whether splice site strength is the sole determinant of directionality of hnRNP L on these exons.
An appealing aspect of the above model is that it also accommodates the enhancing effect of hnRNP L that has been observed for several genes when this protein is bound within an intron (Hui et al., 2003) . It is easy to imagine that coassociation of U1, hnRNP L, and U2 across an intron would promote cross-intron pairing of the snRNPs, thereby promoting subsequent spliceosome assembly ( Figure 7C ). Taken together, the data presented in this study indicate that the same protein, through the same molecular interactions, can differentially influence spliceosome assembly in a manner that is determined at least in part by the strength of the flanking splice sites.
However, this is not to say that location is not also an important arbitrator of regulation. Indeed, the data alluded to in Figure 7 demonstrate that location of hnRNP L binding (intronic versus exonic) can strongly influence regulatory outcome, and numerous other examples of location-dependent mechanism have been well characterized (Ule et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008) . Moreover, splice site strength is unlikely to be the only aspect of context that influences splicing mechanism. Binding of additional proteins to flanking regulatory elements (Matlin et al., 2005) and neighboring RNA motifs and/or structure (Yu et al., 2008) are just two other examples of additional context differences that have been shown to alter the sensitivity of a gene to a particular regulatory protein. Therefore, we conclude that the mechanism by which a particular protein regulates any given exon cannot be solely attributed to either location or context but, rather, relates to how that protein impinges on the rate-limiting step in assembly of the spliceosome on that exon and how this relates to the efficiency of competing assembly pathways on the same transcript.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Minigenes
Constructs SC5, CD4, and CD5 were previously described in Tong et al. (2005) and Rothrock et al. (2003) . Construction of additional plasmids is described in the Supplemental Information. Oligonucleotides encoding the 100 nt E5-WT, -DESE, and -DS1S2 were cloned directly downstream of a T7 polymerase promoter and served as minigene templates for transcription of competitor RNAs and RNA probes in the absence or presence of 32 P-CTP.
Nuclear Extract and Recombinant Proteins
Nuclear extract was purified from JSL1 cells using a standard protocol previously described in Rothrock et al. (2005) . Purification of recombinant proteins is described in the Supplemental Information.
Splicing and Protein Binding Analysis
RT-PCR, in vitro splicing, RNA affinity purification, UV crosslinking, gel shift analysis, and spliceosome assembly assays were done as described previously (Rothrock et al., 2005; House and Lynch, 2006) . Additional experimental details are in the Supplemental Information.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures and four figures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/ j.molcel.2009.12.027.
